Grad. Student of CSAS, Ahmad Chan has won best poster award in CSHASL 2014

We are pleased to announce that our graduate student from Dept. of computer science and applied statistics (CSAS), Syed Ahmad Chan Bukhari has won best poster award in Conference on Semantics in Healthcare and Life Sciences (CSHALS 2014) which was held in Boston, USA in February 26 - 28, 2014. Ahmad is working under supervision of Dr. Chris Baker and his area of research are semantic web and Biomedical Informatics.

CSHALS is the premier annual event focused on the practical application of Semantic Web and other semantic technologies to problems in the Life Sciences, including pharmaceutical industry and related areas, such as hospitals/healthcare institutions and academic research labs. CSHALS has for 7 years been the ISCB reference conference for cutting-edge practitioners of knowledge engineering and forward-thinking strategists in information and knowledge management in the life sciences.

Robert Stanley, CEO, IO Informatics presenting the IO Informatics Best Poster Prize to Syed Amad Chan Bukhari, University of New Brunswick, Saint. John, An interoperable Framework for Biomedical Image Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery